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August Newsletter
MARKET ALERT: Simultanous Sellers and Buyers’ Market
• My August 2020 Newsletter is in the attached file. I hope you enjoy the News
Article about a 96 year old’s Hole-in-One.
• We are experiencing a Simultaneous Sellers and Buyers’ Market : Unusual Times Prevail
I. Takeaways from article in Summit Daily News - on Real Estate 8/27/2020
( Brooke Roberts — Land Title and Dana Cottrell — SAR, quoted in article.)
The Numbers (Land Title -SAR)
Total Sales:
July 2019: 180
July 2020: 243
Percent Change: 35%
Total Volume:
July 2019: $133,847,516
July 2020: $190,462,038
Percent Change: 42%
Sales at or Above $1 million
July 1919: 34
July 2020: 55
Percent Change: 62%
• A large uptick in Sales Activity — especially for Luxury Homes ($1,000,000 or more)
began in mid to late June and is continuing.
• As reported in previous newsletters, people who can afford luxury homes are anxious
to exit cities where avoiding COVID and unrest is difficult. This is driving demand.
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• Many want to invest in Real Estate rather than Stock Market. Diversification— Demand
• More and more employers are adopting the “work from home” lifestyle — making a
primary residence in Summit County more feasible for more families. Demand ^
• Quality of life a priority — Safety and Family oriented “free” activities are right outside
your front door in Summit County. Demand ^
• The Real Estate market is likely to continue to strengthen.
• BRG Conclusion: if you have considered SELLING your home in Summit County, NOW
is the time! We have not seen a Seller’s market this strong in well over a decade. Don’t
miss out!
• Contributing to this Sellers Market — High Demand for Sanctuary Housing — are the
Historically Low interest rates. Though price of homes have risen, incredibly low interest rates make home ownership extremely attractive AND affordable.
II. Implications of recent shift in Federal Reserve Policy
• This week’s massive shift in the Federal Reserve Policy. Very important to be
aware of !
•

The media coverage would lead you to assume “low rates” will be here for a very long
time. Gross oversimplification.

• The new policy will now look for AVERAGE INFLATION of 2%. This may sound reasonable BUT the new Fed Chairman —Powell— won’t say over WHAT TIME PERIOD INFLATION MUST AVERAGE 2%. Why is this a big deal? Forecasting the Fed’s move around
inflation becomes extremely difficult if not impossible.
• The Federal Reserve can control the rates banks borrow at, but they cannot control
The rates markets demand. So, if the financial markets think inflation could go crazy,
they could begin to increase rates on mortgages, car loans and business credit.
• Not likely to see this short term —6 to 12 months. — Rates could even go lower.
The Good news!
• However, long term the situation becomes less clear. As with past changes in Fed
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Reserve policy, unexpected and unintended consequences could occur.
•

How to BEST position yourself in light of this policy change? Take advantage of this
borrowing environment while it lasts. Lock in loans for the long term. In a few
years we could look back on today “as the good old days” of cheap credit.

•

Bottom Line: It could be the last opportunity in a generation or two to borrow so
cheaply.
If you are thinking of buying, seriously consider making the move. It’s seldom
I can encourage both buyers and sellers to be aggressive. These are indeed Unusual
Times!

We are on the cusp of Fall here in the mountains. A few Aspens are taking on a golden
hue. Winter is just around the corner. Life here continues to be active and bountiful.
Nearly everyone is conscientious about wearing masks in public places and close proximity to others. Courtesy and kindness prevail. We consider ourselves so fortunate to live
amidst beauty, family and friendship.
Wishing you continued safety and good health and happiness.
Sincerely,

Bill, Rita and Bill Sr.
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